ABSTRACT

One of the discussed topics in scheduling problems is Dynamic Flexible Job Shop with Parallel Machines (DFJSPM). Surveys show that this problem because of its concave and nonlinear nature usually has several local optimums. Some of the scheduling problems researchers think that genetic algorithms (GA) are appropriate approach to solve optimization problems of this kind. But researches show that one of the disadvantages of classical genetic algorithms is premature convergence and the probability of trap into the local optimum. Considering these facts, in present research, represented a developed genetic algorithm that its controlling parameters change during algorithm implementation and optimization process. This approach decreases the probability of premature convergence and trap into the local optimum. The several experiments were done show that the priority of proposed procedure of solving in field of the quality of obtained solution and convergence speed toward other present procedure.
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RESUMO

Um dos tópicos discutidos na programação de problemas é a Flexibilização Dinâmica da Produção com Máquinas Paralelas (DFSPM). Pesquisas mostram que este problema, por conta de sua natureza côncava e não-linear, usualmente possui vários locais ideais. Alguns dos pesquisadores de programação de problemas pensam que a Genética dos Algoritmos (AG) são abordagens apropriadas para resolver os problemas de otimização desse tipo. Mas pesquisadores mostram que uma das desvantagens do Algoritmo Genético clássico é a convergência prematura e a probabilidade de armadilha dentro do local ideal. Considerando estes fatos, a presente pesquisa, representa um algoritmo genético desenvolvido em que seus parâmetros de controle mudam durante a implementação e otimização do processo. Esta abordagem reduz a probabilidade de convergência prematura e de armadilhas dentro de um local ideal. A maior parte dos experimentos realizados, mostram que a prioridade do procedimento proposto de solucionar no campo da qualidade da obtenção de solução e aceleração de convergência em direção da presença de outro procedimento.
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Utilizing model knowledge for design developed genetic algorithm to solving FDJSPM problem

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we have studied more efficient procedure to solving scheduling problems of Flexible Dynamic Job-Shop with Parallel Machines (FDJSPM). FDJSPM problem is an optimization problem in discontinuous space. This problem because of concave and nonlinear nature usually has several local optimums [1]. Regarding reviewing literature, we show that to solving scheduling problem mainly used over innovative procedure. From among presented procedure, genetic algorithm has been better performance toward other procedure. Some researchers of scheduling problems believe that this algorithm is appropriate approach to solving optimization problems of this kind [2]. Surveys show that one of the disadvantages of classic genetic algorithms is property of procedure convergence [3]. Genetic algorithm after some repetition converges towards local optimum solution or close solution to optimum.

But there are somewhat considerable variations in how we can utilize the operators, type of operators, selection mechanism, and way of making primitive population and how parents can select for doing operators that can open researcher's hand completely for defining more effective genetic algorithms. With considering of these facts that FDJSPM problem usually has several local optimum and also definition of genetic algorithm in premature convergence and trap into the local optimum. In present research, we presented a developed genetic algorithm that its controlling parameters dynamically change during algorithm implementation and optimization process. This approach leads to probability decrease of premature convergence and trap into the local optimization. Several experiments show that priority of proposed procedure in field of quality of solutions and convergence speed. In continuation, we first investigate literature in field of using genetic algorithm to solving research problem and section 3 deals with definition of FDJSPM problem and representation of mathematics model. Section 4 proposed solving procedure based on genetic algorithm, operators and way of dynamic adjustment of its controlling parameters are analyzed. Section 5 represents the performance of test proposed algorithm performance with two present genetic algorithms in literature.

Literature review

The Scheduling of Flexible Dynamic Job-Shop is most important subjects of production manufacturing and is part of most difficult synthetic optimization. Overall, researches have studied about scheduling in dynamic environments divided into two main classifications. First classification is based on line theory and second classification is based on Rolling Time Horizon technique [4, 5]. Regarding the above complexity problem of analytic methods solve most of problems just with single machine. To solve problems with more than single machine mainly has used Meta heuristic procedures. From among presented procedures, genetic algorithm has better performance toward other procedures and some researchers think genetic algorithm is appropriate approach to solving optimization problems of this kind [2]. In continuation, we deal with interviewing of genetic algorithm literature to solving research problems.

In 1997, Gen and Cheng showed that in genetic algorithm the large size of primitive population, the number of generation and crossover rate can ended up extension search space as a result of more quick convergence of algorithm [6]. They also addressed that because
of mutation operator is a marginal operator, so it is better we prevent from making an approach only accidental with reduction. In 1999, Brandimart solved the problem of flexible process program and multiple objectives with an exact optimization algorithm [7]. He suggested that two procedures for it, one of them based on Dual theory and the other based on genetic algorithm. In this year, Ghedjati offered a synthetic approach of Meta heuristic procedures based on genetic algorithm to solving FJS problem [8].

He advised about impact strategy of limitations and unjustified chromosomes to solve problems that have no cave solution space and said it is better we use a procedure based on rejection unjustified chromosomes. In 2002, Kacem and et al. was investigated FJS problem in multiple objectives for the first time [9]. Their presented procedure is compound of fuzzy logic and evolutionary algorithm that use fuzzy logic for searching in targets space to access Prato optimum solutions. At this time, Lee and et al. presented a genetic algorithm to solve similar problem with FJS in supply chain [10].

In 2004, Tay and Wibow used a specific representation for them proposed genetic algorithm to solving flexible job-shop scheduling [1]. They introduced scheduling problems of this kind due to their concave and nonlinear nature to part of hard problems from the one way and the other way a part of hard problems that are usually different local optimum. In this year, Gen and Cheng in collaboration with Kacem and et al. presented a genetic algorithm to solving them problem [11]. In this research, first sub problem of assigning solve through SPT prioritize rule and then based on that select an appropriate representation of chromosome is most important stage in obtain good quality solution and a genetic algorithm with representation of chromosome present based on operation-basis to solving problem.

The results of calculations show the efficiency of algorithm impact to large problems. At this year, Kurz and Askin to solving FSPM problem present over innovative RKGA problem [12,13]. They used heuristic approach for solve their problem and analyzed their problem to two sub problem operation sequence of assigning and determining. In 2007, Tay and Ho used genetic programming to solving the problem of their flexible job shop scheduling [2]. In this year, Ho et al. for solving flexible job-shop with suppose of secondary jobs rotation, over dependence evolutionary algorithms to secondary synthetic mechanisms and they also introduced accidental selection as most limitation of this procedure [14]. In order to overcome to this limitation and get efficient solutions for FJSP problems they try to use cooperation between learning and evolutionary.

Thus, they suggested their proposed genetic algorithm under the heading LEGA. They considered the compound of three macula algorithm, learning pattern and production of population simultaneously. At this approach for macula population production has used simple distribution rule and for macula learning pattern has used K-nearest procedure. Coline in use of genetic operators, advised that use of two or some section point of the operators have priority towards other operators [15]. Dagli and Sittisathanchai introduced one of the main defects of classic genetic algorithms is premature convergence and traps them into the local optimum [16]. In 2007, Gao and et al. use the compound of genetic algorithm with innovative procedure transfer of channel in order to solve flexible job-shop scheduling [17]. They ask for
help from Gen and et al. procedure for representation their chromosome of genetic algorithm. That of course, they used two vectors to assigning machine and sequence of operation instead of a vector of a gene procedure.

They also ask for help capability of nation wide searching of genetic algorithm and also capability of local searching innovative algorithm of transfer of bottleneck to solving their problem. In 2009, Nahavandi and Abbashian presented a simple genetic algorithm with two dimensioned chromosomes to solving FDJSP problem and they also showed their superiority of procedure towards similar procedure in literature [18, 19].

At this year, Amiri and et al. used a compound plan for stimulating behavior of chromosomes and adjustment their genetic operators [20]. They performance each treatment five times and considered their average as solutions and with SAS software determined the relationship between depended varieties and solutions and then with use of simultaneous gradient procedure and regarding limitations of their problem determined the number of their proposed genetic algorithm operator. At this year, Morino and et al. suggested that a binary representation of GEP chromosomes for justified responses [21]. They showed that this kind of representation improved GEP scaling considerably. In 2010, Verama and et al. suggested a procedure called technique of data calculation in their genetic algorithm and also they told this technique in scaling estimation the distribution of genetic algorithms have basic role [22].

Overall, with comprehensive study about history of research in field of the procedure of solution for FDJSPM and specially the use of Genetic Algorithm procedure to solve the problems of this kind were done, and it sis indentified that first the scheduling problems of this kind due to their concave and nonlinear nature usually have different local optimum and second one of the main defects of classic genetic algorithms are premature convergence and trap into the local optimum [1, 3].

There for, after investigation of subject literature and identify present gaps in proposed genetic algorithm for problem solution research and in order to overcome limitation of premature convergence and trap into the local optimum used of two strategies. First strategy try to increase the diversity of search algorithm, that is used a classic mutation (Mutation1) and innovative mutation (Mutation2). In next strategy regarding that over optimization process, role and rate importance of each genetic operator, we tried to search a proposed genetic algorithm intelligently. Therefore in proposed genetic algorithms probability of each operators during optimization process transfer dynamically and based on the number of elite chromosomes to next generation population directly. In continuation, we deal with the investigation mathematic model of problem with minimization function Fmax (as scheduling target function).

**The presentation of mathematics model**

In this section, first variation and sets is defined and then mathematics model for FDJSPM problem will be presented.

**Definition of variation and sets**

Variation and sets is defined below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The number of jobs} & : n \\
\text{The number of operation for } i^{th} \text{ job} & : n_i
\end{align*}
\]
Arrival time for $i$th job : $r_i$

The number of work station : $m$

$k = 1, \ldots, m$ Operation index : $k$

$k$th Process stage : $M_k$

$r$th parallel machine of $k$th stage : $M_{k,r}$

$i$th operation of $j$th job : $o_{i,j}$

The stage that $O_{i,j}$ will be process : $S_{i,j}$

The number of parallel machines in $k$th stage : $l_k$

$\text{Max}\left(\frac{l_k}{M_{k,r}}\right)$ Parallel machines index in per stage : $pm$

Speed for $M_{k,r}$ machine : $S_{k,r}$

Processing time in unique speed machine : $P_{i,j}$

Maximum flow time : $F_{\text{max}}$

Completion time for $O_{i,j}$ : $c_{i,j}$

Access time for $M_{k,r}$ machine for processing : $\text{avail}_{k,r}$

The number of operation for $i$th job : $F_{t_{i,j}^{(i,j)}}$

If $k$th machines is alternative machines for $O_{i,j}$ is:

1. If $O_{i,j}$ is equal 1 and otherwise is equal 0
2. If $O_{i,j}$ process under $M_{k,pm}$ is equal 1 and otherwise is equal 0
3. If $O_{a,b}$ under $M_{k,pm}$ process faster than $O_{i,j}$ is equal 1:

The presentation of mathematics model

Mathematics model for FDJSPM problem is presented below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall j: 1 \leq i \leq n; \forall i: 1 \leq j \leq (n_j-1); \\
\forall k,k': 1 \leq k,k' \leq m; \\
\forall pm,p'm': 1 \leq pm,p'm' \leq l_j; \\
\forall i,q: i = 1, \ldots, n-1 \& q = i + 1, \ldots, n \\
\forall i: 1 \leq j \leq n_i; \forall p: 1 \leq p \leq n_i; \\
\forall k: 1 \leq k \leq m; \\
\forall pm: 1 \leq pm \leq l_j; \\
\forall j: 1 \leq i \leq n; \\
\forall i: 1 \leq j \leq n_j; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
F_{t_{i,j}^{(i,j)+1}} - F_{t_{i,j}^{(i,j)}} + L \times (1 - a_k^{(i,j)+1}) \times X_{k,pm}^{(i,j)+1} \geq P_{i,j+1,k} / S_{k,pm}
\]

\[
F_{t_{i,j}^{(i,j)}} - F_{t_{k,p,q}^{(p,q)}} \times X_{k,pm}^{(i,j)} + L \times R_{k,pm}^{(i,j)(p,q)} \geq X_{k,pm}^{(i,j)} \times P_{i,j,k} / S_{k,pm}
\]

\[
F_{t_{k,p,q}^{(i,j)}} - F_{t_{k,p,q}^{(p,q)}} \times X_{k,pm}^{(i,j)} + L \times (1 - R_{k,pm}^{(i,j)(p,q)}) \geq X_{k,pm}^{(p,q)} \times P_{p,q,k} / S_{k,pm}
\]

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{pm=1}^{l_j} a_k^{(i,j)} \times X_{k,pm}^{(i,j)} = 1
\]
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\[ \forall j: 1 \leq i \leq n; \forall i: 1 \leq j \leq n_i; \]
\[ \forall k: 1 \leq k \leq m; \]
\[ \forall pm: 1 \leq pm \leq l_k; \]
\[ X^{(i,j)}_{k,pm} \leq a^{(i,j)}_k \]
\[ F^{(i,j)}_{k,pm} \leq L \times X^{(i,j)}_{k,pm} \]
\[ C_i \geq \sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{pm=1}^{l_k} F^{(i,n_p)}_{k,pm} \]
\[ F^{(i,1)}_{k,pm} \geq X^{(i,1)}_{k,pm} \times P_{i,1,k} / S_{k,pm} + r_i \]

In next section we introduced the structure of proposed genetic algorithm and after adjustment of parameters and its efficiency to solving problem based on target function of minimization maximum time in jobs rotation through numerical experiments that will be shown.

PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM

Designing genetic algorithm to solving FDJSPM problem

A series of steps in proposed genetic algorithm are:

Procedure: GA2

Begin

\[ t \ 0; \]
initialize P(t);
evaluate P(t);
while (not termination condition) do
recombine P(t) to yield C(t);
evaluate C(t);
select P(t+1) from P(t) and C(t);
\[ t \ t+1; \]
end
end.

Exhibition of chromosomes (problem coding)

The first stage in solving optimization problems with genetic algorithm is representation of problem solutions as a chromosome [23]. In designing of chromosomes usually considering criteria such as the minimum need to space and time are important in complexity calculation of problem and avoidance of making unjustified chromosomes [24]. FDJSPM problem analyzed to assigning sub problem and determining sequence of operation.

Proposed genetic algorithm has designed in such away that it can be integrated and synchronic solved both of above-mentioned sub problem. Therefore, it used two dimensional chromosomes. At this representation, the length of chromosome is the number of all operation of present works for scheduled and its width is 3. Thus, each problem solution is shown in a two dimensional array way. This procedure is similar to procedure (Lee and et al. (2002)) that of course due to present parallel machines in each station [10]. The string of assigning considered in two separate strings way and the string of
assigning job station and also the string of assigning machines.

In proposed genetic algorithm, first string of chromosome show that job station. Second string shows that the number of machine and third string of this representation also show that assignment priority to each operation. Each element of third string is number between one and the number of all operation. Therefore, regarding this representation procedure, the problem solution will be justified. So, at this designing we will never face to unjustified chromosome.

**Primitive population**

Accidental production of primitive population causes to maintenance diversity of chromosomes in production and the probability of decrease premature convergence and trap into the local optimum [10]. So, we in proposed genetic algorithm in order to avoidance of premature convergence don’t have use any innovative procedure to produce primitive population.

**Crossover operator**

At proposed genetic algorithm utilized two crossover operators place of axis and RMX operator in compound way and Pc rate. Crossover operator of place of axis be implemented the string of assigning and crossover operator RMX on the string of operation sequence.

**Mutation operator**

Overall, mutation operator don’t have programmed with making accidental changes and prepare searching probability of more vast sections of solution space, and prevent of premature convergence algorithm. That is, in proposed algorithm after crossover operator implement two parents string and then mutation operator implement to this two string separately and while probability of test has been successes the above-mentioned chromosome is mutated. In proposed genetic algorithm because of specific structure of problem and proposed chromosome put innovative mutation operator based on linear reversal operator and innovative rule in such a way

That this operator works with two different rates and it is used presented innovative rule of mutation operator for assigning of sub problem with mutation rate (Pm2) and for sub problem of determination of operation sequence used reversal operator with mutation rate (Pm2).

**Selection approach**

In proposed genetic algorithm is used developed sampling space. Sampling mechanism also for making next compound generations will be compounding of selection of elite procedure and also roller.

**Priority function**

In studied problem, the aim of minimization is maximum flow time of jobs rotation of works, so it will be assigned to each selected solution with Fmax and low number of priority. Here, priority function for each chromosome is defined F(i)=1/Fmax(i), where F(i), the number priority of chromosome is i th.

**Criterion of stop**

The algorithm is stopped after reach to max-gen reputation.

**Adjustment of parameters dynamically**

One of the classic genetic algorithms is property of premature convergence. In genetic algorithm, two classic genetic operators compete in problem of convergence way [3]. While use of mutation operator make diversity in population, crossover operator was forced
population become convergent [11]. Considering this fact, in adjustment of parameters of genetic algorithm are always try to find optimum adjustment for the probability application of mutation operators and crossover (with use of procedures such as simulation techniques). Also, determination and use of stable numbers in order to the probability of doing mutation operators and crossover in genetic algorithm implementation may make difficult in final generation of algorithm and caused to premature convergence of algorithm.

In other to improvement genetic algorithm and avoidance of premature convergence, we can use "changing of exchange rate and mutation during implementation of a genetic algorithm" at this procedure after production of each new generation with use of statistical data, we can estimate priority of space of members of population towards priority is its best member. While large number of population members has priorities next to priority of best member. At these conditions, premature convergence also may be happened. There for it seems that probity decrease of crossover operator and increase of mutation can emit algorithm from the local optimum. In retune, if the large number of chromosomes quality is far quality of best person in improvement of solutions. Due to few numbers of chromosomes have good quality (high priority) and present crossover rate don't have caused good solution effectively. To resolve this problem we can decrease mutation rate or increase crossover rate.

Thus, based on priority space of strings the rate of crossover operator and mutation was adjusted during problem solution. In first proposed algorithm during use of selection of elite technique, if the number of best chromosome of ordered population are similar, there is the probability of trap into the local optimum. Thus, it is possible that any progression about similarities of present shambles of gene convergence. So, for avoidance of premature (because of increasing crossover rating) and over diversity (because of increasing mutation rate) crossover rates and mutation are changed dynamically. At this position, designing of GA was tried that the number of mutation are twice and the number of crossover become half only once. If this condition is broken, the number of mutation and crossover changed the same primitive numbers.

Designing of numerical experiments

Comparison procedures

At this stage, we considered RKGA algorithm - that Kurz and Askin (2004) presented for FSPM problem- and Classic Genetic Algorithm (CGA) - that presented by Nahavandi and Abbasian (2009) to solving FDJSPM problem- the basis of investigation efficiency of proposed algorithm. Nahavandi and Abbasian put their proposed classic genetic algorithm in comparison with present most similar procedure in scheduling literature for FDJSPM problem (RKGA algorithm which was presented for FSPM problem by Kurz and Askin (2004)) [18, 19]. In this research, we tried to compare our efficiency of proposed algorithm with both above procedures. RKGA algorithm to solving FSPM problem are designed and presented regarding flexibility of parallel machines with similar speeds and also flexibility of operation between work stations. That is, solved problem by this algorithm has most similarity with FDJSPM problem and easily and without lose generalization algorithm, is useful for this problem.

Nahavandi and Abbasian also in their comparison have considered JSPM problem which is specific state of FDJSPM problem. We
also have considered in comparison specific state of FDJSPM problem (JSPM problem). Nahavandi and Abbasian to solving their problems use hierarchical approach, they divided their problems to two sub problem (Assignment and Sequence sub problem) and then divided their Assignment sub problem to two sub problem of assigning station and machine.

Nahavandi and Abbasian (2009) and Kurz and Askin (2004) used RKGA approach for scheduling first works in their research and for assigning works to machine in next stages based on SPTCH (rotation SPT) and Jonsen rule, in fact, at this algorithm first operation of works schedule by RKGA and for scheduling next operations of works used above-mentioned heuristics [13, 18, 19]. We used the concept of equal for FDJSPM problem, it means we schedule first operation of works by RKGA and next operation with use of above-mentioned heuristics [18].

**Production of accidental problems**

In order to production of accidental problems, first we identify six parameters according to 1 table. So that, we used Kurz and Askin (2004) for first five parameters and Nahavandi and Abbasian (2009) for processing speed of similar machines with considering U[1,3] distribution for them. Overall, all scenario of this level will be tested. The factor of machine distribution as variable form need at least at one stage exist some different machines towards other stages and also most number of machines should fewer than the number of works and at least at one stage the number of parallel machines should be bigger than 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Distribution of Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>U[1,4] - U[1, 10]</td>
<td>Number of Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 - 4 - 8</td>
<td>Number of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U[50,70] - U[20, 100]</td>
<td>Processing Times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U[1,3]</td>
<td>Speed of Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Scenarios</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

The level of factors for GA implementation

There are 72 experimental scenarios here that for each of them produced 10 data collection.

**Designing the procedure of doing experiments**

In continuation, in order to comparison, proposed algorithm, CGA algorithm (Nahavandi and Abbasian) and RKGA algorithm (Kurz and Askin) are coded in C language and with a computer (CPU 3GHz, 1GB of RAM) Pentium IV in Borland C++ 5.02 environment implement. Each of the three algorithms implemented with the same 720 produced data collection.

**Adjustment of parameters**

The different levels of parameters have influence on the quality of obtained solutions of genetic algorithm and different sets of parameters presented different solutions of algorithm. We utilized only the adjustment of parameters approach for adjustment 4 parameters $\left(\mu, \rho, \rho_m, \rho_{m2}\right)$. Considered different levels for parameters are follows:
The result for adjustment of parameters based numerical experiments consequently are: %20, 0.7, 0.02 & 0.025 for 4 above parameters.

**The result of experiments**

At this stage, efficiency of proposed genetic algorithm (GA2) with Classic Genetic Algorithm (CGA) -proposed by Nahavandi and Abbasian (2009) - and RKGA algorithm -proposed by Kurz and Askin (2004) - to solving 216 different scenario of problem and each of them 10 times compared with according to table 1. To comparison of this there procedures from a main indicator of "The average of target function" indicator, "The average of solving time each of Scenario" and also "Degree and time number of improvement in target function" are used in different scales of tables (2), (3) are follows:

1) In other to 10 implementation of each of 72 data collection "The average of target function" seem to best criteria for estimation algorithms. As we considered in Tables (2), (3), GA2 algorithms based on this indicator in different scales of problem (small, medium & large scale) on Average of improvement %1.99, %1.77 & %2.42, respectively, and generally an average of improvement %2.06 have more performance towards RKGA. Also, GA2 algorithm based on this indicator in different scales of problem an average of improvement %0.82, %0.43 & %0.95, respectively and generally and average of %0.73 have better performance towards CGA.

2) GA2 algorithms based on best result "lowest Fmax" indicator for 10 implementation of each of 72 Scenario of problem an average of improvement %1.11, %1.31 & %2.02, respectively and generally on average of improvement %1.48 have noticeable priority toward RKGA. Also, GA2 algorithm based on this indicator in different scales of problem an average of improvement %0.53, %0.29 & %0.84, respectively and generally and average of %0.56 have better performance towards CGA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Scales</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Operations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Fmax</td>
<td>40.36</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>172.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Fmax</td>
<td>121.09</td>
<td>184.65</td>
<td>302.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The average of time solution (S) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.029 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.233 0.227 1.602 1.551 1.745 1.633 0.63

Lowest Fmax 39.34 74.12 170.73 94.73 92.86 118.29 200.82 137.32 279.21 306.02 347.98 311.07 181.04
Average Fmax 118.22 182.33 295.74 198.76 524.52 636.02 819.11 659.88 173.659 183.489 253.111 2034.20 964.28

The average of time solution (S) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.040 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.5 4.2 1.3 1.955 1.117 7.124 35.781 14.671 5.56

Lowest Fmax 2.5 3% 0.2 6% 1.0 6% 1.11% 0.11 1.0% 3.5 0% 1.5 4% 1.31% 1.64% 0.36% 4.06% 2.02% 1.48%
Average Fmax 2.37% 1.26% 2.34% 1.99% 0.5 5% 1.6 7% 3.0 9% 1.77% 0.41% 3.72% 3.13% 2.42% 2.06%

Improvement of solution Time (S) toward RKGA -0.2 0.2 -0.2 -0.54 -0.3 1.5 3.6 4 -17.08 -7.4 0.30 3.59 -19.50 -7.6

Lowest Fmax * 58 29 63 50.0 23 66 51 46.7 62 41 53 52.0 49.6
Average Fmax ** 15 7 18 13.3 10 19 13 14.0 18 15 16 16.3 14.6

*Lowest number F_{max}, from among 72 implementation of scenarios that based on the number of jab factors are separated and chosen and it isn’t including equal RKGA

**Lowest number F_{max}, from among 21 implementation of scenario that based on the number of job factors are separated and chosen and it is not including equal RKGA.

***Negative number of Table shows that priority of answer from RKGA toward proposed solution procedure (GA2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>The result of experiments for GA2 and RKGA (Kurz and Askin, 2004)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3) Also proposed procedure regarding "Improvement of target function" indicator under different dimension of an average impartment 50, 46.7, 52, times respectively, generally on average of improvement 49.6 time are more efficient than RKGA, and also have 42, 38.7, 46.3 times improvement respectively generally on average of 42.3 times improvement towards CGA have priority.

4) Considering "The average of solution time" in small r proposed procedure in small dimensions don’t have much different with RKGA. But in average and big on average of 7.4, 7.6 second are increased respectively and generally on average
of 5.1 second is increased has undesired per furnace towards RKGA. But as you see in table (3), proposed genetic algorithm based on this indicator in small average and big dimensions an average of 0.4, 0.4, 0.7 second is decreased and generally on average of 0.5 second is increased has undesired per furnace towards GA classic (CGA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Scales</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Operations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax *Lowest</td>
<td>39.74</td>
<td>74.95</td>
<td>169.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax Average</td>
<td>119.66</td>
<td>184.71</td>
<td>295.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Solution Average (S)</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax *Lowest</td>
<td>39.34</td>
<td>74.12</td>
<td>170.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax Average</td>
<td>118.22</td>
<td>182.33</td>
<td>295.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Solution Average (S)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax *Lowest</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax Average</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of solution Time (S) toward CGA</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax *Lowest</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS

In real scheduling problems exist of flexibility are effective technique for important of system performance. In this paper, implementation of more suitable solution for scheduling problem of flexible job-shop scheduling with parallel machines in dynamic environment were studied. Considering problem parameters and model of mathematic analysis though common procedures are very difficult and or non scientific by capability of genetic algorithm that had specific application in problem solution related schedule and scheduling were used. In conclusion, a genetic was proposed that its structure based on features of FDJSPM problem were designed. Considering one of the disadvantages of classic genetic algorithm is property of premature convergence. Techniques that by means of algorithm can use model knowledge in searching process, and intelligently prevent from trap into local optimum, and lead to increasing of its effectiveness in searching solution spatial and found optimum solutions. So, controlling parameters of proposed genetic algorithm dynamically changed during optimization process. The performance of developed writing of proposed algorithm were compared two present procedure in literature, that is showed that %0.73, %2.06 improvement in indicator "obtained beast solution" towards CGA, RKGA respectively and also %0.56 and %1.48 improvement in indicator "the average of obtained solution" toward CGA, RKGA respectively. Also proposed algorithm in the "average of implementation time" indicator is 0.5 (s) improvements toward CGA. The result of this development can use as verification no-free lunch theory "Use of model knowledge can help searching process and better solution for problem". Including future ways of research, increasing effectiveness of innovative algorithm in order to use model knowledge and found the more optimum solutions and also avoidance of trap into local optimum by the way decreasing of time implementation. On the other hands, we can consider other presumptions in modeling and solving scheduling problem and the problem that more close to them in order to we can use more real problem and out coming of the problem solution.
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